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** FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE** 
 

A NEW DIRECTION FOR OZBREED 
 

After almost 20 years at the forefront of breeding and supplying no fuss, reliable and functional plants 
to the landscaping industry, Ozbreed is changing direction. 
 
Where previously the Layt family used to run every aspect of the company, some family members are 
taking a step back from the coalface. Todd will hone his focus to concentrate on breeding and remains 
the Director of Marketing, while Nathan will consult to the Senior Management Committee. Katrina is 
winding up her position in the company to pursue other opportunities. 
 
The new team taking on the day-to-day running of the business is led by Michael Rigg in the role of 
General Manager. His new team includes recent recruits, Eleanor Cadalbert as Office Manager, 
alongside James Maitland in the role of Distribution & Relationship Manager.  
 
Ozbreed is reinvigorated with new marketing and communication expertise on board. Ally Jackson’s 
role of Communications and Business Relations focuses on personal communication with influencers 
and businesses at the forefront of the landscaping industry. On top of that, Ozbreed’s embracing the 
digital age and building on their marketing presence through technological platforms such as 
Instagram and Facebook, under the guidance of Marketing Assistant Bianca Boman. 
 
Another big change accompanies the new management style and fresh ways of doing things at 
Ozbreed. 
 

EASIER ACCESS TO OZBREED PLANTS FOR NURSERIES 
 

Previously known for its bureaucratic red-tape and ‘closed-book’ supply chain, Ozbreed’s new OEA 
offering simplifies access to the entire range of Ozbreed plant material.  It will increase available 
supply of Ozbreed’s industry renowned plants, to both landscape professionals and home gardeners. 
 
Nationally, the new Ozbreed Easy Access offering (or OEA) from renowned plant breeder Ozbreed, 
will make it simple for qualifying wholesale nurseries to access Ozbreed plants throughout Australia.  
 
Through Ozbreed’s licensed propagation & grower network, wholesale nurseries that meet the OEA 
requirements will have immediate access to young plants, to grow on in their own nurseries and sell 
on to wholesale or retail outlets. 
 
Fewer complications in accessing available Ozbreed stock for qualifying OEA wholesale nurseries, will 
in-turn increase the potential availability of supply of each Ozbreed plant to market.  
 
Wholesale nurseries must meet the following requirements: 1. Have a registered business ABN and 2. 
Have a working nursery with a growing area of no less than 1250 square metres.   
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Registration of interest is open now, with qualifying OEA nurseries coming into operation from July 1st, 
2021.  
Applications online for qualifying nurseries are open in late April through the Ozbreed website at a cost 
of just $300. https://www.ozbreed.com.au/ozbreed-easy-access/ 
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About Ozbreed 
 
Ozbreed Greenlife has been breeding durable, hardy and beautiful plants for landscape professionals 
since 2002. For almost 20 years, their plants have graced roadsides, commercial and residential 
landscapes and gardens of every state, all over mainland Australia.  
 
The propagators and growers licensed to grow Ozbreed plants have been instrumental in supplying 
the industry, but the bureaucracy and red tape behind the licences they hold, has been laborious and 
time consuming. Ozbreed is changing that.  
 
From its’ inception, Ozbreed focused on breeding plants that were tough enough to withstand the 
climatic extremes of drought and flood, that were low maintenance and reliable in their horticultural 
uniformity and performance. Ozbreed revolutionised the landscaping industry with natives that 
behaved the way they claimed they would, thanks to selective breeding and consistent trialing and 
testing of products in the development phase, through to their uniform propagation. Still today, new 
plants are only released to market when they successfully pass all vigorous controls, over several 
seasons.  
 
Breeding and selecting plants have never slowed down in the Ozbreed nursery, and the results of that 
focus will be revealed in the upcoming months and years. Plants that have been requested by 
industry, will become available for Ozbreed propagators and OEA holders to produce and sell to a 
market that just continues to go from strength to strength. As long as there is demand for exciting new 
plants and reliable performers, Ozbreed will continue to breed them and holders of OEA’s will have 
‘easy access’ to growing them.  
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